
SMART Response™ VE 
interactive response system

Gain immediate insight into student understanding using Internet-enabled mobile 
devices. The SMART Response VE interactive response system is cloud-based 
software that enables students to respond to questions from their Internet-enabled 
phones or devices. SMART Response VE integrates with SMART Notebook™ 
collaborative learning software, providing you with one application for creating 
lessons and delivering assessments. 

Engage students on any device, anywhere in the world
Keep students engaged in lessons by giving them a way to respond to questions using 
the mobile devices they love and use every day. During lessons, students can access the 
website for SMART Response VE from anywhere in the world, giving you the ability to 
gauge their progress and evaluate their understanding no matter where they are located. 

Integrates with SMART Notebook software
It’s easy to spontaneously add questions to lessons and prepare quizzes, tests and 
exams. SMART Response VE is fully integrated with SMART Notebook software, 
consolidating lesson creation, delivery and assessment within a single application. 
And because no software installation is required on students’ devices, students can 
respond to assessments during lessons using any Internet-enabled device.

Evaluate student understanding
Student responses are automatically summarized in a pie chart or bar graph, where 
you can instantly evaluate comprehension and adapt your lesson to ensure every 
student understands. The software also includes Teacher Tools, enabling you to view 
and manage all student assessment data in one location. 

Stay ahead of the technology curve
With the cost-effective subscription model, you’ll always have the latest features in 
a future-proof solution that lowers total cost of ownership. And the browser-based 
software provides the flexibility of investing in a variety of mobile devices while 
continuing to use SMART Response VE.

SMART Response VE is cloud-based 

software that enables students to 

respond to planned and spontaneous 

questions using any Internet-enabled 

device, from anywhere.
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Key features

Integration with SMART Notebook
Create dynamic questions and assessments by 
accessing SMART Response VE directly within 
SMART Notebook software. SMART Response VE 
is seamlessly integrated with SMART Notebook 
software, giving you one application for creating 
lessons, delivering assessments and evaluating 
student understanding. 

Mobile device-enabled
Students respond to assessments using Internet-
enabled devices, such as computers, iPhone, 
iPod Touch or iPad mobile digital devices, and 
smartphones on the Android™ mobile technology 
platform or with Blackberry® OS 6.0 or 7.0. To 
complete assessments, students simply enter 
the assessment ID on the website to receive and 
answer the questions you have created.

Multiple question types
Design assessments using six question types – true 
or false, yes or no, multiple choice, multiple answer, 
numeric and text response.

Lessons with integrated questions
Compile tests for formative and summative 
assessment, prepare quizzes or exams in advance 
and ask spontaneous questions to gauge student 
comprehension at any point during a lesson.

Content pages
Measure student comprehension during any lesson 
by inserting questions between content pages in 
SMART Notebook software.

Weighted marking
Assign different point values to individual 
questions within a test or quiz, or adjust student 
scores in the built-in gradebook.

Display test results immediately
Display test results in easy-to-view pie charts or 
graphs. You can also view results in detail, so you 
can see exactly how each student has performed.

Anonymous mode
Allow your students to respond with complete 
confidentiality.

Self-paced delivery
With access to questions directly on their mobile 
devices, students can work at their own pace without 
the need for paper copies or common displays.

Teacher Tools 
Use Teacher Tools to access reports that are 
automatically collected and saved to one easy-to-
access file. You can also use the built-in gradebook 
to track student performance and record test 
results throughout the year.

Tagging
Tag student names and assessment questions with 
keywords, educational standards and cognitive levels 
to track specific characteristics that will help you 
measure and evaluate student performance.

Multiple print options
Print quizzes as handouts that students can 
complete at their own pace, or add comments to 
completed tests that can be printed and used later 
as study guides.

Privacy setting
Use the privacy mode in the system’s built-
in gradebook to ensure sensitive student 
identification details and test scores aren’t  
seen by other students or teachers.

Importing questions
Import question sets from SMART Exchange, 
Microsoft® Word® (Windows only), PDFs (Macintosh 
only) or ExamView® (xml format or HTML format 
for ExamView versions 5.2.1 and 6.2.1) Assessment 
Suite, versions 5.2.1 and 6.2.1. 

Exporting results
You can export results to gradebook file formats, 
including Microsoft Excel® (Windows only), HTML 
pages, .csv file, Pearson PowerTeacher™, Schoolnet® 
GradeSpeed, eSembler™ or a custom format. 

Education standards tagging
You can select tags from a comprehensive list of 
educational standards and cognitive level tags for
the questions you create in SMART Notebook 
software or you can create custom tags.

System requirements
SMART Response VE is compatible with Microsoft 
Windows® and Mac operating systems.  
For full system requirements, please visit 
smarttech.com/response.

Mobile device-enabled – for use on 
Internet-enabled devices, including 
tablets, smartphones or laptops

Question types – true or false, yes or 
no, multiple choice, multiple answer, 
numeric response and short answer

Manage data using Teacher Tools

Automatically summarize student responses 
in a pie chart or bar graph in SMART 
Notebook software
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